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FROM THE CHAIR’S DESK 

Dr Ayesha I. Mian 

As 2016 moves on, so does the academic hustle bustle within the 

Department of Psychiatry. Given the very focused direction of 

increasing mental health awareness and access within and outside 

of the Aga Khan University, faculty took up a number of initiatives 

in that regard. CME and public health awareness sessions were 

undertaken in the areas of psycho-oncology, substance abuse, 

general and school mental health. Group therapy sessions that 

were initiated by Dr Shameel Khan are up and running, and so are 

the Balint group and Dr Qurat's Dementia support group. Groups 

were also initiated with oncology nursing team. The CLBC (Child 

Learning and Behaviour Clinic) is shaping up into an effective 

multi-disciplinary one stop place for parents seeking evaluation for 

concerns like Autism, Speech and Motor delays and/or Learning 

Disorders. Our Speech Therapists, Sadia Mozzafar and Hamamah 

Ansari, as well as our Occupational therapist, are fully integrated 

into our Child and Adolescent Psychiatry team. The Child and 

Adolescent Psychiatry fellowship officially started in July and Dr 

Mariya Mochala, an educational psychologist, was hired to expand 

the paediatric psychiatry team. The inpatient team continues to 

offer excellent patient care and under the leadership of head nurse, 

Nadia Karim who actively participates in all departmental related 

initiatives. The department is well integrated within the Mind and 

Brain Service Line and has worked collaboratively with the 

neurology and neurosurgery colleagues in the various activities 

undertaken under the year of the Mind and Brain initiative. Stay 

tuned for a number of other exciting events that are underway for 

the fall quarter. A big thank you to all my faculty, residents, nurses 

and administrative team that work hard with the singular aim of 

offering the best patient care and raising the much-needed 

sensitivity towards mental health. 
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Our desires always disappoint us; for though we meet with something that gives us satisfaction, yet 

it never thoroughly answers our expectation - Elbert Hubbard 
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HIGHLIGHTS 

                                                                                                    

 

Lectures, presentations & workshops: 

 1st March - 15 June 2016: Dr 

Aisha Sanober presented in 

Oncology Support Group AKUH on 

Emotional Side effects of Cancer.  

 28th October: Dr Saad Shafqat 

and Dr Ayesha Mian held a public 

awareness session A Smarter Healthier 

at T2F. 

 1st June 2016:  Dr. Aisha Sanober 

hosted the first ever CME Psych-

Oncology seminar was held in AKU 

auditorium. Dr Humera Saeed 

presented on Psychopharmacology in 

Oncology Care. Dr Shameel Khan 

talked about Dynamics of starting an 

Oncology Support group. And Dr 

Nargis Asad talked about 

Psychological intervention in oncology.   

 14th – 15th March 2016: Dr Tania 

Nadeem, Dr Aisha Sanober, Dr 

Ayesha Noor & Dr Sana Younus 

conducted Psychiatric health awareness 

sessions were held in various 

educational institutes including Nixor, 

Beaconhouse, Lyceum, CAS and KGS. 

 March – May 2016:Dr. 

Quratulain Khan held a monthly 

meeting for The Dementia Sports 

group. The group offers support and 

awareness to relatives and caregivers of 

dementia patients. 
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PUBLICATIONS, PLANS & EVENTS  

What we’re looking forward to: 
 

1st Psychiatry Certificate Course  
 
The course is specifically designed for family physicians, trainees, 
nurses, allied health workers and medical students. This course 
was started from August 3rd till September 28th, 2016.  
 
19th National Health Sciences Research Symposium - 
Mind & Brain: Neuroscience today and tomorrow | 
November 4-6, 2016 
 
A theme of “Mind and Brain: Neuroscience Today and 
Tomorrow”, NHSRS 2016 will allow you to meet national and 
international fellow professionals, learn from a comprehensive 
scientific program, promote and advocate for your research and 
ideas. 
 
Psychology Made Easy For FCPS Part II | September 16-
17, 2016  
 
This course is open to all Healthcare Professionals and Students 
with an interest in Psychology. 

Research & publications: 

Research & publications: 

 Jawaid H,& Mughis W. Insights in to 

Reproductive Psychiatry: A Literature 

Review. ActaMedica International. 

2016;3(1):181-184.  

 Jawaid H, Younus S, Mesiya H. 

Remission of Psychosis in Treatment 

Resistant Schizophrenia Following a 

Seizure: A Case Report. Innov Clin 

Neurosci. 2016;13(5–6):78–80 

 "Evaluating pathogenic dementia 

variants in posterior cortical atrophy", 

was published in Neurobiology of 

Aging, 37; 38-44. 

 

  

  

Appreciation Certificate 

Ceremony & Sports 

Competition for Day Care 

Clients  - MAY 2016 

The physical and mental health is 

largely dependent on the 

reinforcement patterns. Positive 

regards and frequent reassurances 

not only enhance skill-based 

performance and but it also 

improves behaviour. The activity-

based programs in occupational 

therapy engage different patients 

with the goal to improve the 

psychological and physiological 

well-being of the patients. 

http://www.actamedicainternational.com/pdf/Vol3Issue1_36_RA.pdf
http://www.actamedicainternational.com/pdf/Vol3Issue1_36_RA.pdf
http://www.actamedicainternational.com/pdf/Vol3Issue1_36_RA.pdf
http://www.actamedicainternational.com/pdf/Vol3Issue1_36_RA.pdf
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26507310
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26507310
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WRITE-UP 

 

BEYOND THE CIRCLE  

 Ms. Fajar Raza 

 

It was the last patient of the day. A young girl in her late teens entered with her mother. "So what 

made you come to the clinic today?"   

She kept staring at the floor.  

Slightly confused by the lack of response, I looked at her mother for an answer. She looked at her with 

contempt and quickly bent closer to me: "I want to get her examined from down there!" There was a 

hint of urgency in her voice. 

"It’s been 7 months now and she isn’t getting pregnant. We are worried that there might be something 

wrong with her."  

"Would you like to tell me more about this issue?" 

"Actually we don’t know what’s wrong with her. She doesn’t go close to her husband and he has 

threatened us that if she keeps refusing then he would file for a divorce!” She spoke with visible 

frustration, staring at her daughter as if she was the worst mistake of her life.  

Patient’s fists were clenched tightly. Tears were rolling down her cheeks. 

For me, it was as if someone had just thrown a cup of hot coffee on my face. I became filled with 

Picnic event for the OT 

patients - February 2016 

The Occupational therapy staff of 

Psychiatry department has 

arranged the picnic event for 

Patients. Patients have enjoyed the 

event thoroughly and interacted 

with each other in a different 

setting where they have relished 

the delicious lunch together. They 

have also visited PAF Museum and 

Park where physical sports, 

competition and activity-based 

segments have engaged them well. 
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indignation.  

What is he doing to the poor girl that she doesn’t want to go near him? Did he physically or sexually 

abuse her? Was she forced into this marriage? 

“What happened? Would you like to share it with me?" I leant in closer to her and put my hand gently 

on her knee. She reflexively pressed backwards against the chair and pushed my hand away. 

"Please don’t examine me doctor!" she spoke in a shaky voice. 

"Ok I won’t do anything, please relax. Ma'am will come in a while and just have a little look at you to 

make sure everything is ok. Don’t worry!"   

After offering her tissue and calming her down a little, I quickly completed the history. Nothing 

seemed to stand out. However, when asked about mood, her mother did mention that ever since her 

marriage she had lost her laughter and rarely smiled. 

The doctor arrived. I quickly presented her case. Doctor asked her to lay down for the examination. 

“No Doctor please I don’t want to get examined!" she pleaded. 

"Look, we are simply going to check if you have some infection or anything abnormal going on in your 

vagina. 

"No doctor please let me go!" 

"Please lie down nothing will happen to you!" said her mother, who was now starting to physically 

push her onto the bed. 

"Ammi no!" She raised her voice in despair. Ma'am asked her mother that they can do it some other 

time when she is better prepared but her mother insisted. 

"Doctor you must check her otherwise my whole family would be ashamed if she gets a divorce 

because of her childish attitude!"  

Ma'am prepared the speculum and inserted it inside. The ear-splitting scream followed the speculum 

insertion was heart-wrenching, that I don’t think I will ever forget it. Her mother finally let go off her 

restraints, letting her collapse into a fetal position. 

"She probably needs to relax her pelvic muscles when her husband approaches her otherwise it would 

be very painful. I will order a few tests just to make sure there is no hormonal issue but it seems 

unlikely, I think it’s psychological."  

Mother thanked the doctor and took her daughter, who was now terribly exhausted from the entire 

ordeal. 

As they left, I felt as if a part of me left with her. A part that mistakenly assumed that all teenage girls 

in the world that I see around me are studying in schools and enjoying their lives. 

But no, for some girls, this never happens. They don’t get to choose to live the way we do...instead of 

all that, they get married when they barely even know what sexual intercourse means and how it 

happens!  We live in a culture where women and their psychological health take a back seat, where 

underage marriages and honour killing are still acceptable. In a society with no social security and 

support to protect its helpless members, how are we supposed to help our patients?  

We need to create more awareness about these issues and create a society, which prefers our 

psychosocial wellbeing over family honour. 

[About the author – Ms. Fajar Raza is a medical student of Aga Khan University Hospital. She is a 

founding member of Student psychiatry interest group (SPIG) and an ardent social worker for 

spreading the mental health awareness.] 
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Epilogue by Dr Hena Jawaid 

 

 

Our third issue is all about the events, conferences, 

sessions and workshops which are taking place in 

Aga Khan University Hospital on behalf of 

Psychiatry department to celebrate the “Year of 

Mind and Brain” .The biggest awaited event is the 

National Health Symposium where lots of known 

international and national speakers are coming to 

contribute. Our team of Faculty members, Residents 

and Nursing staff are all participating and putting 

their hard work together in order to spread 

awareness, reduce stigma and propagating mental 

health message across the nation. The significance 

of mental health awareness gets double in the hour 

of anarchy, stress and economic insecurity, which is 

the most integral part of a healthy generation. 

Guidelines for future submissions 

 

 All submitted content must be original. If 

material is quoted from elsewhere, the 

source needs to be mentioned either in text 

or in footnotes. Plagiarized material will not 

be published. 

 Staff, nurses, residents and students from 

other departments (nursing, education, 

biomedical) and service lines of AKUH are 

also invited to contribute. 

 For formatting and editing purposes, the 

word count for submitted articles and 

essays should be 500-700 words. Articles 

exceeding this word limit will be returned 

to the contributor. 

 Submissions or queries can be forwarded to 

akupsychnewsletter@gmail.com 
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